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 “The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the 
source of all true art and all science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger, who 
can no longer pause to wonder and stand rapt in awe, is as good as dead: his eyes 
are closed.”  

       Albert Einstein 
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  When the dean asked me to be his catsitter while he attended a week-long international 

conference on ‘Nabokov’s Roots’ at the University of Moscow (Russia, not Idaho), to say I was less 

than eager to carry out this demonstration of confidence in me is an understatement, but I reluctantly 

agreed because my future promotion in the literature department depended on keeping the dean, who 

was head of the department, on my side. Not to the point of becoming his cat’s stroker, it is hard for a 

dog petter to become a cat stroker -- I would endeavor to please the dean while keeping the cat at 

arm’s length, so to speak.  

The dean had a nice pad: residence on the premises was required of the sitter so that the 

dean’s cat would have all the comforts of home which were hers by right. Putting her up in my place 

would be apparently too emotionally-wrenching for the creature. And maybe it would have been since 

I, like the good dean, was a bachelor (though not yet a ‘confirmed one’, a status the dean had 

achieved by dint of his many years as such), and my pad reflected it. On the other hand, it might have 

nostalgically reminded the cat of the jungle from whence its kind once stemmed. 

   The dean checked out my pedigree, so to speak, before I could be given the responsibility for 

his "Molly" (the cat's name). It was a pre-condition that I meet his cat, to get her approval before 

getting the dean’s imprimatur. One look at the creature told me she had been spoiled rotten. The dean 

loved cats. Ok, I loved a good cigar. Which object I had to give my word I would not smoke in the 

cat's presence. I once defended this practice to the dean by pointing out that Churchill smoked cigars. 

His dismissive reply: “Churchill wrote non-fiction.” Non-fiction constituted a sub-genre in his eyes.  
  

Sitting the Dean’s Cat  

                    Larry Lefkowitz 
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 I was up against a guy whose door-knocker took the form of a large bronze claw which he 

claimed was a replica of the claw of the Egyptian cat god Bast. If the dean’s cat was God, the dean was 

her high priest. 

A dog would have been no problem. Dogs are loyal and affectionate, no matter what you do to 

them. Cats are independent and moody. A dog is unswervingly loyal because when dogs were wolves 

they had had a wolf leader and the domesticated dog, lacking such, adopted man as his leader. The cat 

had evolved with disdain for man.  

 My experience with cats was zilch. "Puss 'N Boots" was a story I disliked even as a child. My 

only close contact with cats was dissecting a dead cat in college anatomy class, its veins and arteries 

filled with blue and red latex. It goes without saying that I did not mention this "experience with cats" to 

the cat-loving dean. 

 My plan was to kick the cat out of the house the moment his master was on the plane. The cat 

could fend for itself, live off the land, hunt mice, go see a performance of ‘Cats’. Whatever. And then I 

would gather the cat and return her to the dean’s pad shortly before he returned. In the end, I rejected 

this plan for fear the condition of the cat's fur or some other negative aspect would surely give me away. 

 The dean had explained that sometimes the cat liked to sleep in his bed. I nodded, figuring that 

the first time she tried it I would give her the boot. Nor did I plan to give the cat a bath, knowing that 

cats clean themselves, and if not, the rain would. 

 The moment the dean “introduced” us, the cat and I took the measure of each other; from that 

first mutual glance each knew the turf of the other. She began by meowing at me long, showing me her 

milk white teeth, while she whipped her tail from side to side in annoyance; her dark eyes narrowed and 

her pupils seemed green stones. I stared into them with a Clyde Batey-like stare (he was the intrepid 

lion trainer of my admiring youth), keeping my back to the dean who was supervising our first meeting. 

The dean knew from nothing of the contest set to begin between us. I felt myself caught up in a cat-and-

mouse game in which I was not the cat. 

 It was all part of the larger contest between me and the dean. I told myself that a guy who was 

an expert on Henry James – him – stood no match with a guy – me – who was an expert on Saul 

Bellow. Imbued by hope and desperation since he had a paper he wanted to deliver at the conference on 

‘Nabokovian Roots and the Russian Aristocracy’, aware that it wasn’t easy to find somebody willing to 

take on himself such a task, he was predisposed to find the best in me, notwithstanding that the cat had 

no illusions on this score. Incidentally, I wrote the lion’s share of the Nabokov paper at his ‘request’, 

which should have been sufficient quid pro quo for the dean to find another sitter for his cat. 
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Maybe “your rival” (for promotion), as he referred to Strickland behind the latter’s back (I thought I 

once overheard the dean refer to me as “Bellow’s boy” at a faculty cocktail party -- attendance de 

regueur for my rank), but the dean considered Strickland “too taken with himself” to be entrusted with 

the soul of his “secret sharer,” read: his cat. He also hinted that I was “his man” for promotion; the fact 

that Strickland was a Henry James expert in his own right cannot be ruled out as constituting an 

eventual challenge to his perch and a bar to the former’s advancement. Bellow, “the Chicago Compere” 

constituted no challenge to the refined James. It could have been worse -- I might have been an expert 

on Philip Roth, “the scruffy urbanite.” There may be food for thought here for psycho-literaturologists 

since the dean hailed from Newark, as did Roth, though the former was given to claiming he was born 

in Boston. Canny me knew the truth, wormed out of him over white wine one evening; I wasn’t sure he 

rememembered this divulgence, but if he did, my keeping silent might be another plus factor toward my 

promotion. Another might be the dean’s envy of Strickland’s having been born in London! Strickland’s 

“demerits” outweighed my being an advocate of the Leslie Fiedler approach to literary criticism to the 

detriment of the more august critics dear to the dean’s heart. All of this behind-the-scene intrique worth 

chronicling by a modern Proust (which I do not consider myself, in any event not prior to receiving the 

coveted promotion).     

I had received detailed, even loving, instructions on the cat's every need (these were many and 

diverse) which I had to "commit to writing" and whose food specifications alone put mine in the shade. 

Without thinking twice, I compromised on these: when I opened a can of tuna, we shared it. The cat 

seemed quite satisfied with this arrangement. I refrained from killing two birds with one stone by 

throwing her the goldfish, which I also had to feed. I supplemented this high protein diet with warm 

bubbly milk in a saucer which I placed on the floor. She lapped it up (literally and figuratively), her 

bristles twitching like small wires as she licked hesitantly at first, then, hitting her stride, lapping with 

gusto, less and less stopping to look at me lest I steal her milk for an eggnog. I had stocked in sufficient 

six packs of beer to see me through the ordeal. These I was careful to get rid of prior to the dean’s 

return because they might evidence neglect of his cat; moreover, the dean considered himself a wine 

”cognoscente” (more than once when he boasted of this I thought of Poe’s ‘Cask of Amontillado’, 

though, alas, our university lacked the requisite subterranean vaults.)        

 Rumor has it that the dean kept a not-so-secret cache of cannabis hidden behind his 

bookshelves. (Behind the book ‘The Secret Garden,’ if I knew my dean.) Maybe this explains why the 

dean’s cat could be seen sniffing about in just that area. I was tempted to help her find the stashed stuff, 

and maybe even join her in ‘enjoying the grass,’ but feared the dean’s keen eye might discover the 
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 The cat was called "Molly" – in honor of Molly Bloom from ‘Ulysses’ -- the dean’s field 

being English Literature. I didn't like the name, maybe because a quondam girlfriend was so called or 

else because "Molly" reminded me of "mollycoddling" which I wasn't going to engage in with the 

cat. I toyed with a couple of alternative names for the cat, including "Catnip" and "Cat Ballou" (the 

latter in honor of Jane Fonda who played her in the movie) before settling on "Cat." At first, she 

disdained the name, but gradually warmed up to it. 

 Our situation brought home to me the salience of something the dean had said to me, whose 

full significance I had failed to grasp at the time, perhaps because he had chuckled as he said it, “I 

hope you are not allergic to cat hairs.” “Not that I know of,” I had replied – and how could I know of 

it since I kept my distance from cats, including their hairs. The dean’s apartment had begun to fill up 

with cat hairs. In my customary response to problems, I ignored it at first. But when the cat hairs 

appeared on the bed-sheets, I realized that my strategy of keeping Molly off the bed had not worked. 

Somehow she had managed to ensconce herself there – when I slept (leaving before I woke) or during 

the day when I was deep inside Roth’s latest incisive look at 20th century American history. To make 

a hirsute story short, I gathered cat hairs from wherever they abounded, with the help of tweezers (the 

dean was obsessive on the subject of cleanliness), spurred on by a number of hair-inspired sayings 

applied to my situation: the dean had me by the short hairs, my career hung by a hair, and so forth, 

brilliances which I could I could hardly heap upon the dean despite his penchant for metaphor.       

 Being holed up with a cat for a week turns you philosophical about the breed. One example: 

The cat had the moves of a small lion or tiger (to whom the cat is related) and if it were bigger could 

make trouble for me, and only the fact that I was bigger than it gave me supposed power over it. So 

that I behaved with more decency to it than it would have to me. But then I'm not the kind of a guy to 

hold grudges. 

 Henry James said, “Cats and monkeys – monkeys and cats – all human life is there.”  It could 

have been worse. The dean might have had a pet monkey.  

 With the passage of time (slow), I got used to the cat, and even started to enjoy her presence. 

She, too, seemed to warm to me, her tail held vertically in the air, a benign sign that all’s well in her 

world. Maybe because she left me alone when I was down in the dumps, and I left her alone when 

she wanted to be. I was still a dog man. I would always be a dog man. But the cat was no longer 

anathema. And when the dean returned, cooing, “I can see that Molly likes you”, and promising that 

he would use only me as his catsitter in the future, I smiled a Chesire-cat smile, fearing anything I 

said would sound false. Molly, too, seemed to nod her head at the prospect, but maybe I only 

imagined this.        
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REFLECTION in Cracked Glass 
Janet Snell 
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Ms. O’Connor with Unwanted Visitor 
Joseph Pravada 
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 Renée hadn’t thought of Pink Petri in, what, thirty years? That child’s painting, a bold splash 

of pink tempera on paper, triggered such a rush of memories. How Renée had once thrown out all the 

pink crayons in her crayon box to keep from using them, how she’d once chosen a pair of tan wool 

slippers when secretly she’d hankered after the fluffy pink ones.  

 “Did you say Pink Petri?” Tommie glanced around the nearly empty restaurant. “Where the 

hell did that come from?” 

Renée laughed. “Sorry, I didn’t know I’d said it out loud. Pink Petri was this boy I had a crush 

on in middle school. His real name was Peter Petri, but he always wore this pink shirt. You know, a 

buttoned-down, tailored shirt. The boys called him really nasty names. The girls called him Pink Petri, 

because of his shirt, and because of how easily he blushed.”  

Especially when he’d looked at Renée. He’d sit near her in class, or stumble past her in the 

hall, the pink blooming under his tanned skin all the way to the roots of his blond hair.  

“Did you ever confess to him this crush?” 

“No, it was one of those painful puberty experiences, unrequited love, perpetual misery. He 

really had a bad case of blushing, poor kid. Come to think of it, I wonder how old we are when we first 

blush. Babies don’t blush, do they? It has to start some time. Maybe once our sexual complexity sets 

in.” 

 “Sometimes, my friend, you lose me gradually, other times, from the minute we sit down.”  

 Renée smirked and pointed above Tommie’s head. “Sorry. That painting behind you got me 

going. You have no idea how much stuff,” Renée mimed a globe-sized ball of stuff with her hands, 

“came burbling up at the sight of it.”  

 Tommie twisted in her seat and reared back in horror. “Oh Jesus God! It’s awful.” She squinted 

at the card next to it. “By kindergartener Janessa Cummins. She calls it ‘I Love Pink!’ She’s priced it 

at a whopping $30. Or her mother has.”  

Shades of Pink 

Claire Gebben 
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 Thank goodness there were so few customers, with Tommie being so unkind. “It’s worth that, 

and more,” Renée said. “That little girl’s made a glorious—no, reckless, that’s it—reckless statement 

with her painting.” 

 Tommie raised both eyebrows. Renée gave a bounce on the booth upholstery, glad to be 

saying exactly what she thought. She couldn’t even do that with Dale these days. They were growing 

apart somehow, losing their ability to swoon, to blush.  

 Tommie turned back around and shuddered. “Oof, I’m glad I’m facing this way. Pink gives 

me the willies. Did I ever tell you I had a physical revulsion to it? It took a quite a few years of 

therapy to get to the bottom of it—this memory of a pink bridesmaid dress Mom made me wear to 

my sister’s wedding. Until then, I’d convinced myself I was a boy. It was a huge shock learning 

otherwise, let me tell you.” 

 “I’m sorry. I can so picture it—your face as pink as the dress.” 

 Tommie grimaced. “Yeah, well, I’m over it.” 

 “If we’d known each other then, we might have hit it off. I used to hate pink, too. I never used 

pink crayons, I had no pink purses and hair ribbons like the other girls. It irked me no end that 

Barbie’s Dreamhouse was so damn pink.” 

 “You and me on the playground? We’d have kicked some pink Janessa butt.” 

 “Stop it. What I’m getting at is—I secretly loved pink all along. It turns out it was my father 

who hated pink. I didn’t realize it until I met Dale. Sometimes, I wonder if his love of pink is the sole 

reason I married him.” 

 Renée remembered clearly the day she fell in love. Dale was showing her his Think Pink 

photos, close-ups of lips, pink gums against glistening teeth, vein-laced eyelids. “Why pink?” She’d 

asked. “I hate pink.” Dale got an intent look in his eyes. “Pink isn’t just any color. It’s so alive—

blood rushing under the skin. When you get embarrassed, you blush bright pink. It crawls up your 

neck into your cheeks. When we make love, you have this pastel pink glow. It’s such a turn on.”  

 “You gonna buy it?” Tommie asked.  

Renée felt a blush coming on. “As a matter of fact, I have 30 bucks in my wallet right now. Yeah. 

Definitely, I’m going to buy it.” She raised her fist in salute. “Pink Power!” 

          *** 

 

 Dale held the Rorschach inkblot at arms length. Renée had brought it home from work, this 

painting by a child no older than six. She’d paid $30 for it, right off the wall of some restaurant 

downtown. Another lunch with Tommie, no doubt. 
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 “Isn’t it great?!” Renée’s eyes had been ablaze as she handed it to him. “Don’t you just love 

it?!” 

 With his wife changing upstairs, Dale tried to decide what bothered him most. Was it how 

fucking naïve it was? That they had no place to hang it? It felt raw to him, like an open wound. Renée 

was so hell-bent on resurrecting his Think Pink days. Sure, those photos made him a small fortune, but 

that was years ago. Renée used to hate pink; he’d believed she changed her mind out of charity. But 

recently, he’d overheard her say pink was her favorite color. When had that happened? 

 He flipped over the small painting to the white card taped on the frame. “I Love Pink!” Dale 

sighed and wondered again where they’d hang the thing. Then he heard a bump and looked up. Renée 

stood at the top of the stairs, butt naked. Blushing, he set the painting down. 
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Move Along  
Merlin Flower 
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Moon Sequence 
Mary Zore 
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To reconstruct the psyche and the skeleton, 
I look at the floor and push up to rise to the sky, 
As my ill frame cracks like eggshells with every advance. 
 
I reconstruct my black swarmed lungs into new, 
For these swallowed tablets I take wont clear them,  
but make them strong as an iron fist. 
 
I reconstruct my ability to learn English phrases, 
To overcome a confusing blow to the brain. 
 
I reconstruct this heavy cloud to bring, 
Meaning back into my veins. 
 
I reconstruct the fear of love, 
As a perfect whirlwind of stiff figurines. 
 
I reconstruct the same old raggedy town, 
Into a continuous stew of new adventures. 
 
I reconstruct, to reconstruct this amoeba. 
Without growth I become a stagnant ale,  
Dripping into a pit with no roots. 

 

Mind the Stew 
Kris Price 
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in the strip mall lot 
gasoline fumes combat remembered fragrances 
of buttered popcorn and grill-striped franks 
 
in twenty new stores 
different Muzak all features subliminal harmony 
of flivver-muffled laughter and youthful passion 
 
on their blank facades 
twenty familiar logos, luminous by night 
cannot outshine the one upright plane 
of kinetic myth 

Ghosts of the Starlite  

Robert Laughlin 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to those who love longhand 
the five and a half centuries since Gutenberg 
are a steady, barbarous decline 
 
house style is fundamentally the same for all literary houses 
invariant, machine-made symbols in a perfect line 
not letters drawn by hand 
each different from the rest 
all different from those by another hand 
 
diluting personhood is more efficient for producers of books 
what do they care for the pleasure 
irreplaceable  
of plying a pen to make something 
visual as much as literary statement 
 
drafts for the drawer can still be longhand, for those who know 
those who know nothing  
but a keyboard’s insensate, regimenting tappity-tap 
will never understand Simenon when he said  
he wanted to carve a novel from a block of wood 
 
 

A Personal Statement 

Robert Laughlin 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    And to tell the truth I don't want to let go of the wrists 
    of idleness, I don't want to sell my life for money 
        Mary Oliver, Black Oaks 
 
The same edge luring me forward 
to more, not the same. The same  
 
credenza puckered and overflowing 
with knowing not owned, but – this is new – 
 
promising to be known in the sun’s entering 
the brow, lids of night laddering the dream, 
 
bells ringing in the swill of self-selected occupation.  
This kind of attitude is vacation, this vacation my kind - 
 
endless and changing. I get to drive. Get to  
swim. Contemplate arrival at the chant, enchanted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Previously published in “Mannequin Envy”, 2008. 

Leisure 
Karen Neuberg 
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Imaginary City 
Robert Boucheron 
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The blonde devochka sings Russian 
folk songs while her grandfather 
plays an accordion. A hat beside 
the single speakers waits for Hryvnas 
as the music is pumped out to the cold  
masses of people who have gathered  
round. A toothless young woman  
with a swollen-vodka face feels  
up men who watch the girl sing,  
putting her hand under  
their coats, inside of pockets 
as if she wants to dance. They don’t  
resist but don’t encourage, the smell  
of vodka, cognac, and beer on  
their breath, too. An older man  
in military boots, a Cossack 
fur hat, and a large mole on his  
long nose, moves from 
one foot to the next as if he is 
dancing in his head, his mind  
younger than his body, spinning  
with the words as the girl sings.   
She finishes her song and the accordion  
stops, but there is no clapping.   
The younger men who watch her 
take deep drags on their cigarettes. 
In this silence, the listeners begin 
to disperse, walking toward the station  
like trains through the cold, the sun 
just beginning its decent, each person 
an engine passing on the tracks,  
her voice, the ghost.  
 
 

Kyiv Train Station 
Timothy Kercher 
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the artist cast from his ramshackle stand 
because he could not sell, implored the demons 
to send a great deluge to cover the marketplace  
of ideas, it became a very soggy bazaar 
 
Turkish rugs drained buckets when squeezed 
fine Egyptian pottery overflowed at the brim 
Japanese radios showered sparks before playing the mating calls of whales 
American televisions switched on to show dolphins making love 
 
the people were covered themselves in water, as if living 
in the heaviest of humidities, t-shirts clung to bellies 
hair clenched its spider legs on scalps, you could dry yourself for hours 
with a towel, or lay in the sun, the dampness would remain 
 
the shopkeepers, not evil men or honorable men 
but merely the quick working men of the streets 
wondered “where has such an extraordinary mess come from,  
that has ruined my sales and upset all my customers” 
 
for even stranger things began to occur in this bizarre bazaar 
dogs swam through the air with tree branches in their snouts 
people were hit in the head as the dogs seemed to look back mockingly 
teeth grasping limbs, beasts snarling in the sun 
 
seaweed began turning up in the very strangest of places 
in the mornings people would find it stuck behind their ears, women pulled long strings 
of it from their vaginas, a rich girl met a poor boy in an alley  
when they kissed the salty green leaves passed from lips to lips 
 
the faucets stopped running water, after two days 
a woman turned the knob and implored the heavens 
when water came out she asked for it to dispense beer, 
it did, for to turn that knob was to receive whatever you wanted 
 
the townsfolk were ecstatic, wet bodies overjoyed 
people turned faucets all day while picking the seaweed from their noses 
toys, games, horses, pianos, tables, pizzas, computers did arrive 
along with liquor, hash, machine guns, and porn 
 
bathtubs were blown apart by the exotic animals summoned 
linoleum shattered by motorcycles and cars, the people began 
to summon the bigger things from the public fountain  
where they cleared out everything but the pipes 
 

Deluge 
Benjamin Schmitt 
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the marketplace fell to ruin, its wares became artifacts 
for no one had anything to sell that could not be provided  
by godly plumbing, the dogs still swam through the air 
the people would throw steaks out their windows for them at night 
 
even the initially suspicious began praying to sinks 
coaxed along by enthusiastic family members to leave the town square behind 
they agreed, so bored were they while the world was having its fun 
they justified themselves by collecting art with their trifles 
 
in a couple years no one had left their house 
in a couple more walls were constructed around the city built from all the excess junk 
worked on by slaves, with minds magically erased, who had descended from pipelines 
the walls kept any would-be marauders at bay 
 
over time the pipes began to reveal a level of scarcity 
first the concubines and diamonds and leather coats ran out 
and soon there were no longer sandwiches, or other treasures 
to fall down upon the linoleum 
 
the townsfolk cried out, for they did not know what else to do 
in fact they had forgotten how to do anything but beg,  
eat, sleep, and satisfy their various pleasures, some still wept tears for necklaces 
while the emptiness of their bellies murmured 
 
as the hunger grew they began shooting the dogs out of their skies 
for food, along with the other critters that had crawled from their sinks 
squirrels, cats, zebras, all of them floating in air 
creatures left to live off any food they could scavenge 
 
soon enough the floating animals began to diminish 
as feuds broke out over piles of the discarded 
gunfire raged as the people began to mutilate themselves 
before their sinks, striking their own starving bodies 
 
a religion started by a housewife named Safirah 
overtook the town, she implored them to bleed their depravities,  
their deformities, into the waters that constantly soaked them 
for cleansing, it wasn’t too long before the sacrifices began 
 
during this time a traveler came on foot to their town 
a man who had wandered over mountains, 
rivers, and sands, somehow he was able to surmount the city walls 
the oxygen thinning as he climbed over the discarded furniture 
 
he finally arrived in the city after three days upon the wall 
to find a grotesque race of the obese who could barely walk a few feet  
without heavy breathing, their bodies covered in filth 
they looked upon him as upon a Martian  
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the traveler spoke: “good people I have come from afar, 
I see the stories are true about a city richer  
than any that has ever been, a city where the people merely wish 
and their every desire is manifested before them” 
 
“but the news I am impelled to bear to you is frightening 
it concerns that world that lay outside your walls  
a world once so glorious in its proud civilization 
where there is nothing left, not even the people who once populated it” 
 
“everything was depleted, it all disappeared 
I believe it was taken from us and appeared in your city 
I am quite certain that I stepped on my old guitar 
as I was climbing down your wall” 
 
“the people outside lost everything including their fragile minds 
desperation became a hunger unnatural 
now these zombies feast on the flesh of men 
or each other, limbs are devoured under the abandoned skyscrapers” 
 
“I am one of the very last come to offer warning 
perhaps to even seek a cure from those imposing walls 
the only real evidence left of what we had once believed  
to be an indestructible civilization” 
 
the people brought this half-starved man before Safirah 
who listened intently to his words, and did not once interrupt his story 
she then turned to all the fat people, squeezed into her tiny room, 
and told them he must be sacrificed  
 
they strung him up besides the public fountain on a wooden cross 
all of them surrounded by abandoned tanks and limousines 
the cross swaying in the winds Safirah shouting that his death  
would make the faucets run again, he responded “there is nothing left in the world, you had it all” 
 
Safirah looked at him haughtily before throwing back her hair 
she prayed “oh fountain of a thousand blessings 
you have showered us with our own desires, we realize this drought  
was sent to make us fully appreciate you, please give us whatever is left in the world to have” 
 
a rumble arose from the pipes followed by a penny and two dimes falling out 
then a shoe, then millions of zombies came rushing from the fountain 
they massacred the whole city as the traveler hung on his cross 
swaying in the wind, he watched the zombies devour them all 
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Dancing in the Shadows of Greatness 
Ernest Williamson III 
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The Arriving Promise 
Ernest Williamson III 
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Christiane is not coming. 

From my window, I watch the absurd night movement on the street: taxis, cars, people 

getting out of the movie theater, people drinking in bars, couples arm in arm, just like Christine 

and I some days ago. 

I light a cigarette, the last in the pack, and I let the night breeze caress my beard. 

Everything in here, in the house, in my heart, and out there brings me remembrances of her. 

In that same movie theater, I kissed her for the first time, and many more times later. In the 

restaurant across the street, I proposed to her and we celebrated with champagne. On the living 

room sofa, we caressed each other; in the bedroom, secrets that I never shared with anyone else’s 

ears. 

But we were careless, we did not cultivate love well — the greatest gift we had in life — 

and this fragile feeling dried up and died. 

I already knew Linda, a college colleague. We met each other again when I went to visit my 

sick mother in the countryside. We had dinner together, she invited me to her home and we 

listened to some music. I don’t recall if Christiane and I had a fight before my trip, or if I 

imagined myself arguing with her, always for some daily triviality — the wet towel on the bed, 

forgetting to lower the toilet seat, squeezing the toothpaste tube in the middle, panties hanging on 

the shower head, details that are no longer details after some years —, but Linda seduced me (or 

I let myself be seduced by her) and we slept together. 

I tried to erase the memory of this mistake, like if it was possible. One week later, Linda 

knocked on my door. She had moved to the city, and wanted my company for dinner. 

“Who is it?” Christiane asked me, coming out of the bath. 

“An old friend”, I answered back, “she’s inviting us to dinner”. 

“I’m exhausted, my migraine. You can go if you want”. 

I didn’t want to however Linda threatened to reveal our affair to my wife if I didn’t. She 

was very convincing. 

Street View Window 
Henry Alfred Bugalho 
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I didn’t want to however Linda threatened to reveal our affair to my wife if I didn’t. She was 

very convincing. 

So the layers of lies piled up, from hotels to hotels with Linda, and I was forced to come up 

with increasingly more elaborate excuses for my endless night adventures. 

Many times had I tried to put an end to it, but was dissuaded by Linda’s threats. 

I finally gathered the courage and called her. 

“It’s over. I don’t want to see you anymore.” 

I hung up, so I didn’t have to listen to her answer. 

Half an hour later, I heard the buzzer: it was Linda. 

She came in, hung her coat on the hook and kissed me. Christiane wasn’t home. Half naked, I 

brought Linda to my bedroom and, bathed in the same lights and sounds coming from this same street 

that I now watch, we made love. 

“You gotta go”, I whispered in her ear “gotta go now”. 

“No, I’m not leaving”, Linda laid her head on her arm, cold, staring me. 

“Please.” my begging voice almost failing me, “It won’t take long for Chris to come back”, and 

as soon as I said that, I could head the keys struggling against that damned stuck door lock. I picked 

up her clothes I threw them at her. 

“Go now, goddammit!” 

But she didn’t move a muscle, laid down naked on our bed, Christiane’s and mine. 

I panicked, grabbed her by the arm, shaking her and trying to drag her out to somewhere, to the 

balcony, to the closet, to anywhere. She gripped to the iron bar of the bed headboard, struggling, 

kicking me, growling, and screaming. 

All of a sudden, Linda stopped resisting, fixed stare on something behind me, sardonic smile. 

It took an eternity to perform the simple movement of turning my head and finding Christiane 

standing by the door, covering her mouth with her hand in horror. 

What explanation could I give? Is there an explanation for a naked woman and your husband in 

his underwear on the bed together? I won a literary prize once, but no, I’m not that inventive. 

Christiane left me that night; Linda departed two days later to marry a guy from her town, that’s 

what I heard. 

Today, I found out what hotel Christine had checked into and I’ve sent her a telegram, 

imploring her to come and talk to me. 

I’m waiting since then, four hours ago, four long and painful hours. 
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The buzzer rings and I run to answer it, tripping on slippers and books. 

“Tim, it’s me”. 

My name is not Tim. I suppose this guy just called the wrong apartment. I return to the window 

and search my pockets for another cigarette, remembering that there’re no more, pockets as empty as 

everything else. 

I should have realized, Christiane is not coming. 
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The Liaisons of Concrete and Fungus 
Brett Stout 
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Going Underground 
Eleanor Leonne Bennett 
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Lipo 
Vita Duva 
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Somewhere nearby the fly is a last  
friendly voice of earth where with 
broken pieces glinting everywhere  
and unbraided fire hair  
the literal eye shuts lured beyond  
by what cannot be seen  
what has not begun stretches out  
what cannot be imagined t 
akes shape under my feet  
the bloody red sulfuric  
sweaty birth of future worlds. 
 
I never wanted to return she says  
never wanted to leave  
the white plum the stinging rain.  
 
But we come back together from the  
boiling point of hurricanes.  
We walk back over burnished glass  
Anna Sadhorse from the fire eating sea  
and I back past tiny ferns busy in their  
grottos digesting the volcano within thin  
moist shadows caught in the upheaval’s crust. 
 
It’s never been so fine here  
where the foot does the thinking  
finding momentary ground before  
the body falls again forward 
into unforeseeable circumstance. 
 
Pick any thread from the loom of chaos  
she whispers.  The wildest will do.  
It is our job making sense of nothing. 
 

 

 
Previously published in Skidrow Penthouse, 2009 

 

Pele 
Asha Anderson 
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Some people say this desert is hell 
with its desolation and drought 
saping-strangling around, 
fire-breathing breezes. Here 
in the upper zone, we’re in high 
hell—and it does freeze over 
for a few snowy, dustless days 
during the cold season 
when the sun seems to stop 
at one end of an ecliptic distance. 
 
Beyond this celestial pause, 
down on our side of the earth, 
drunk and foaming clouds burst 
into icy brawls, these blizzards 
gripping the world in flying crystal 
nets, not the type of friendly flakes 
that chitchat at the tip of one’s ear, 
but consisting rather of chilling  
lather to cleanse hot, dry land and 
which could still us sinners for good. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Previously published in Gin Bender Poetry Review 4.2, 2006 

When Hell Freezes Over 
Yvette Schnoeker 
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I feel a song trapped deep  
within the closing of my  
 
mouth.  The  hold of my  
breath. Control this melody  
 
That I can't contain.  This   
spoken gospel spilling from  
 
the ballpoint of  
my pen,  onto my paper.  
  
My soul is the  
soul, of an angel that's  
 
just begun to, learn how  
to,  f l u t t e r  it's own wings. 
 

I Now Know Why That Caged Bird Sung 
Kenny Fame 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It is amazing what this one river can do.  
 
This New York City  apartment. This win 
dow's view.  This wide open view of  New  
 
Jersey.  This peace. This calm. This blue  
water.  This blue sky. This Hudson River washing 
 
away this nasty curse on my tongue. This  
lump in my throat.  This phlegm on my chest. This  
 
cough that I can’t cough up.  This rotten in my  
tooth.  Keep on filling up, all this empty in my heart.     
 
It is so amazing what this   one river can do. 

Monday Morning Blues 
Kenny Fame 
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As He Peers Into Space  
Louis Staeble 
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Sharon Charlie 

Regina 
Photos by Katrina Pallop 
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When the chaparral blooms 
greasewood yellow to pioneer bees 
and ragged-winged butterflies, flutters 
of orange in shadowed canyons, 
they sleep, burrow-tucked, 
rattles and tails, scales  
and claws, jaws and snouts 
curled into barely breathing circles 
beneath rocks, sheltered in roots, 
lodged in layers of logs; outside,  
in cool streams of sunlight,  
the closest resemblance 
to anything reptilian and alert 
is the eye of a passerby 
mockingbird perched atop a paloverde, 
ash-hued head tilted and watching 
suspiciously in silence 
as I leave indentations  
of identity, one foot after the other 
crunching through the pink-grained 
vein of wash bed. 
 
I miss them in winter--the reptiles, 
those quick motions or senses of shape 
that signal, in warmer seasons,  
the presence of a snake or tortoise, 
whiptail, skink, Gila monster, or swift, 
yet they still move,   
not under this sad shade of sky, 
but within the deepest part  
of my brain, in crevices of gray matter 
where forks in the desert 
are never tongues of the living, 
tips of organs sensing particles 
floating in an arid breeze 
above pebbled sand and shrub; 
below, I rest in the substrate 
somewhere in the complex path 
between limbic system and cerebellum, 
dreaming into their hibernation. 

 

Blue Winters of Reptilian Nature 
Yvette A. Schnoeker-Shorb 

Previously published in Wild Earth 14.3-4, 2004-2005  
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Beyond vivarium walls 
morning spreads quiet light. 
Inside the life lair, power out, 
we honor diurnal rituals, 
carrying water buckets and candles 
to back rooms dark 
as the nether end of a burrow, 
where residue of heat from days before 
and webs of night calls cage to cage 
awaken primal memory, 
a tropical evening from an ancient season 
before humans knew the bondage of electricity. 
Moving within this nocturnal place, 
this unnatural wilderness, 
the scent of crickets is strong, 
and silken sounds of snakes uncurling 
to the whispers of a dragon=s hiss 
float by the ear. 
  
Human eyes peer into those reptilian, 
pupils dilating to capture images. 
In candlelight, even the motionless 
appear to move, but you stand still 
and close, watching me in somber silence, 
shadows deepening around your eyes, 
your face in flame light no longer familiar, 
and I feel a flicker inside me, 
perhaps fear, or fate. 
What breeds here is beyond captivity; 
there are no cells for its transfer 
from past to present, 
no seeds not already fertile. 
Time is a serpent=s skin 
being shed, 
the air has become the earth 
of the garden, 
and the lights are out in Eden. 

 
 

Light Out In Eden 
Yvette A. Schnoeker-Shorb 
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The Dawn 
Sara Lerota 
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I scribbled my name across the page in a scrawling type fashion, trying my damndest to seem 

professional. Unbeknownst to most of my newly acclaimed readers, before my first book hit stores, I 

was having most of my conversations with my bird dogs, Beau and Reb. My also newly acquired 

publicist had informed me, that she was sorry for the bore that would seep in from the nonchalant 

thank you’s and petty smiles from people who felt like my book had “spoken to them”.  

Two Starbucks mocha latte’s later my hand was numb and the line was gone. The manager 

who was exuberant at my arrival now looked upon the onslaught of nitpicky trash he would stay late 

cleaning, muttering something about missing dinner. Stepping outside I closed my eyes and took a 

deep gulp of Lexington air, the scent of November filling my nostrils in the sweetest way. Not to be 

confused, Lexington, Georgia, my small hometown, isn’t home to finely brewed bourbon and horse 

racing. Nonetheless, you can find freshly made moonshine and clean your Bobby Denton rifle and in 

most cases, that’s what folks around here prefer.  

Leaves scattered across the empty street, I exhaled and watch my breath go up in a cloud of 

smoke. Sort of like the same way my plans of being an investment advisor had went. In my early days 

of writing, I would put “aspiring author from Lexington, Georgia” in my bio. It was simple, the same 

way writing was when I found out that as my pen moved across a page, I could conduct my own 

symphonies. So I dropped out of Georgia, said to hell with mutual funds and came right back here to 

Lexington to do just that.  

My father, Wayne George Hamilton III, one of the wealthiest brokers in the south was not as 

fond of my choice to write. Known throughout town, he was not a product of the commoner’s breed. 

Maybe I should let his JD-MBA; top 5 percent at George Washington past precede him. Maybe you 

should just see his fully loaded Audi A7 mmi. Either way you will probably see the predicament I have 

been in. My novel about a love story set in Cuba was my ticket back into his conversation and the title 

“published author” was kind of like “private broker” but it didn’t replace the fact that after my first 

tattoo he didn’t speak to me for two months. However, family is family, which meant I would be 

dressing in my pretentious navy blazer, equipped with bowtie and Pocket Square for his annual 

“fundraiser”.  

Southern Disposition 
John Polivka 
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The quotations may be dually noted to the fact that the party itself outshines whatever charity he has 

chosen to sponsor this given year.  

 Sitting underneath the willows in my parent’s backyard, I admire the makeshift chandeliers 

hung in the trees, their elegance is just so peculiar. It’s a beautiful night, with a full moon looming 

overhead and this is something that would usually put me in the mood to write. All I can manage 

however is a slight smile and frequent trips back and forth from the open bar. Makers Mark on the 

rocks will suffice; I begin with splashes of sprite but stop asking as the night goes on. I try my best at 

striking up meaningless conversation and even get asked about my book. But most of the time I find 

myself grabbing at my bangs and stroking them behind my ears, alone, the exquisite writer and 

apprehensive thinker, alone. I understand that people are mocking my writing; perhaps they are 

scared of it. This crowd comes from a candid picture in a “Garden and Gun” magazine, right down to 

the pearly white smiles and the touch of southern grace. What I’m doing is foreign and even outside 

of my drunken stupor I know this, but I want even more. More than book signings and handshakes in 

Lexington because that would show these people. I need 747 flights to Boston in the evening, 

catching the red eye to Miami that same morning. Perfect. What I really need is New York, the bright 

lights and crowds will consume me like the emptiness never could here. I could write of anything I 

desired and there would always be someone who’d understand, someone to appreciate brilliance. 

 I wake up in the morning to Reb in my lap, sniffing at my face. Standing up and taking a look 

at my surroundings, I notice my favorite bow tie lying on the ground. My Vineyard Vines Atlanta 

Falcons beau lies, trampled and lifeless in the grass, doused in liquid. I don’t know why my heart 

sinks over this but it does. I pick it up and hold it out in front of my eyes and take it in. I know 

nothing lasts and I can order another one but yet the annoyance doesn’t subside. For some reason, it 

was like an extension of me, quaint and formal but out of the ordinary. I toss it to the side in disgust 

and wander to the house to shower and change.  

 The hot water hits my face and I glance out of the shower into my old childhood room. There 

is my sawed off over under shotgun. Boy, did I love that gun, walking through the woods with my 

dogs looking for birds, squirrels, anything. I remember sitting down against an oak and thinking 

about poems, constructing them in my head. I was always scared to write them down for the fear that 

they wouldn’t sound as good when they were on paper. Nonetheless, I thoroughly enjoyed it. So I dry 

off, throw together a quick ensemble, my boots stiff and my Costa’s snug. I grab my gun, some shells 

and head downstairs to find Beau and Reb ready to go as if they knew this was coming. Branches 

crunch beneath my feet and a brisk wind runs past my face, truly a beautiful day in Gods country. 
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 Like endeavors before this one, I see nothing but that isn’t the point. I’m calm again, the 

panting of my companions and view of orange, red and brown canvas is a medicine I couldn’t be 

prescribed but I needed it to live. Just like I need Lexington and Georgia and the South. That night I 

will sweat through an outline and for months I will dream through a rough draft. “A Southern 

Disposition”; a proper title for the misconstrued gentleman. 
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Cowboy 
MANDEM Steinman Arendsee 
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View From My Window 
Josef Michael Jensen 
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Thinking only that it might be fun  
To drive a road that looks more like a trail, 
You chose a track so rough and overgrown 
You had to take its inclines at a run, 
And often you believed that you would fail 
And bottom out your vehicle on stone.  
In getting somewhat lost you had begun 
To measure distance by another scale – 
When you had had enough of the unknown 
You came upon this town where everyone 
Was gone, a set of ponderous but frail 
Adobe ruins crumbling alone.  
 
A hundred people may have lived here when 
These buildings were constructed out of dream. 
You found the remnants of a station where 
The railroad brought in women and strong men,  
Many from the East, propelled by steam 
To work here in this desert-mountain air. 
This must have been a different landscape then,  
Before the car or airplane, an extreme 
Distance even for the train to fare.   
You almost hear its whistle, as again 
It chugs into the station, a supreme 
Effort consummated getting there.  
 
Perhaps they were surprised to see this sky 
More beautiful than anything they knew.  
They came to mine the coal seam just below 
The surface, an unusually high 
Quality of anthracite and blue 
Bituminous that stood out in the snow 
And still affords a generous supply. 
From time to time – I swear that this is true – 
Wisps of smoke arise like wraiths to show 
That the coal still burns and will not die.   
Places like this rise and follow you; 
You do not quite depart them when you go.  
 
Task yourself a little to descry 
This area before it was bereft: 
Men attempting grimly to control 
The auger, children culling crop nearby, 
 
 

Hagan, New Mexico 
Stephen Lefebure 
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Boodling broken shale along this cleft.  
Observe those women washing heavy coal 
With slurry, smell the pungent alkali. 
If you are sympathetic, weigh the heft 
Of feelings they compacted to a whole.    
This is what we burn for heat, thereby 
Enduring until there is nothing left 
But butt cleat cinder lignite in our soul.   
   
Now that distances are so much less, 
Is nearness too, like distance, in the past? 
Does being near require something far? 
We occupy a place, but we possess 
Nothing of its presence, of the vast 
Spaces it inhabits like a star.  
Arriving as we do we cannot guess 
How it felt to stand here when the last 
Ton of coal left in a railroad car,   
How hard it was to leave, or to express 
The sense that something infinite had passed 
And taken with it most of what we are.  
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 Giles Cannon, a Bright Young Thing who possessed an artistic bent and played the 

saxophone, was thirty-four years old when Hitler marched into the Rhineland. Still unmarried, he got 

called up in 1941, and was killed six months later. He wasn't shot down; there was no blaze of glory 

exit for him.  He died at Mme. Rossi's London salon in the arms of Lillian Marlene Swathmore, a 

suspected German assassin who could take deadly aim with anything sharp, pointed, and decorative, 

in Giles' case a Fool's Gold-handled letter opener imported from Venice.  

 Giles knew no state secrets, never flew a secret mission, never harbored dreams of heroism or 

closeted radiant patriotism. Rumor had it even his RAF uniform fit poorly.  Yet, Lillian told Detective 

Cyril Begley, he posed a danger to the Third Reich. She had discovered this danger shortly after he 

drank three glasses of champagne and fell into her soft, white arms to partake of her considerable 

charms.  She knew they were considerable because they were in great demand by scores of underpaid 

but generous, young, virile pilots. 

 "What made Giles so dangerous?" Detective Begley asked Lillian, his voice as low as her 

yellow silk dressing gown neck line – so low he could see the black lace of her bustier. She was 

reclining on her red velvet chaise lounge. Begley's eyes lingered on her long legs, wondering if the 

silk would perhaps slide away from them. 

 "The boys come in, they drink a little or a lot, and then want sex from a beautiful woman who 

they can pretend loves them because they are handsome and brave.  Giles came in about nine o'clock. 

He spied a newspaper on the nightstand beside my bed. I tried to distract him." 

 "I believe you could distract any man," Begley said. Were her stockings silk too? Her legs 

seemed to shimmer.   

 "All Cannon wanted to do was talk about the newspaper." 

 "I take it you don't tolerate rejection well."  

 Lillian's eyes narrowed. "There isn't a man alive who can resist me, once he's paid his pounds. 

        The Blind Man Cometh 
    Jenean McBrearty 
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 Begley nodded appreciatively. "A remarkable accomplishment," he said, and grieved that 

someday some Treacherous Old Thing would invent a pill that will make seduction obsolete.  "What I 

don't understand is why you stuck the letter opener in Giles's neck," he said. Neck traumas were 

invariably messy. One hoped they were not as painful as they appeared. 

 "It was that damn newspaper article about the cinema. It wasn't fair, he said, that John 

Betjeman got posted to Ireland and got to meet Laurence Olivier, who was there filming the Battle Of 

Agincourt for Henry V, and got his name in the newspaper. Betjeman will never see action, and Giles 

was indignant because he was being exposed to great danger. Or soon would be if Lord Cannon didn't 

act quickly. He went on and on about how John was the son of a carpenter — from a family that 

made dressing tables and household ornaments — and who pretended to be a poet. Giles'd been with 

Betjeman at Highgate Junior School, was taught by the same young TS Eliot, and how unfair it was 

that Betjeman had CS Lewis for a tutor when he went up to Oxford. But the most outrageous part of 

Betjeman's life was Archie, a teddy bear that he carried with him where ever he went." 

 Begley felt a smile creeping across his face. No true Englishman would find a faithful, silent, 

companion off-putting; he prayed every Sabbath that his wife would turn into a pillar of salt. People 

often revisited times and places familiar to them by carrying mementos. What was confounding was 

Lillian's success with men given her judgmental attitude. Memories of his Uncle James hanging 

himself in his cold flat lodgings crept into his mind. James'd just returned from London where he'd 

seen a flying circus and was dangling naked, it was explained, because he didn't want to die covered 

in tent dust. Still, the name "Kevin" he had tattooed on his inner thigh was inexplicable. "You don't 

say." 

 "Giles certainly said. Over and over. If the son of a German tradesman can worm his way into 

Oxford, then it's time real men fight to retain propriety. So there you have it. Giles had to be killed. 

Men like him – fanatics about class and station and breeding – are the most dangerous men in the 

world. Imagine what he would do if he came face-to-face with the Fuehrer! Insults to the working 

class are an insult against fascism — insult of the worst kind." 

 Begley could see that Lillian was having another bout of outrage as she relived her fateful 

meeting with Giles Cannon. Of course he'd be a character witness for her at her trial. He'd had 

enough of the British upper class himself. As far as he was concerned, if Herr Hitler could kill off the 

rest of the dead wood of England's upper-class parasites who escaped the Great War, then maybe the 

Hun wasn't such a bad man after all. Clearly, people like Betjeman who wrote poetry flowing with 

suffering over their father's emotional sterility, so much so that he needed to carry a reminders of 

daddy's authority around with him in the form of a stuffed piece of cloth, were to be understood, 
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but men who couldn't concentrate on the business at hand needed to be removed from the 

nation's breeding stock. Giles Cannon's death was not so much a murder as it was a scientific 

procedure, pruning the herd so to speak. 

 "There, there," Begley purred. "You've suffered enough. But try to understand. We can't 

tolerate assassinations in Mme. Rossi's salon. The boys who come here are young, 

impressionable, and all too ready to make profane offerings to Aphrodite at your altar." He 

moved closer to the chaise lounge, pulling his chair so close that he could smell the aroma of 

gardenias rising from her verdant valley. He let the notebook fall from his hand and his pen soon 

dropped to the floor as well.  It was when he was leaning over to give her a comforting kiss that 

he spied the newspaper on the table beside her. His eyes scanned the print as his eyes refocused 

away from her sultry costume. He bolted upright.  "Can it be true?"  

 He grabbed the London Times and began studying the article below the headline: Yanks 

Beat Brits in Soccer Game at Newry Match! "This is outrageous!  Americans playing soccer? I 

tell you the world has gone mad. How would the Yanks like it if we beat them at baseball. There 

are some things that are so sacred a man would give his all – yes, even his life – to defend, and 

soccer is one of those things. " 

 Lillian Marlene Swarthmore, primped and powdered and smelling of fresh flowers, 

slipped her stiletto heel off her left foot and put Begley's left eye in her crosshairs. He was worse 

than the recently dispatched aviator qua cinema dilettante. He was a sportsman.    
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Raven Tresses 
Christiana Latham 
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was born in Barbados, West Indies she is a resident of USA.  She’s a graduate of Mount Holyoke 
College’s Frances Perkins Program (a program for women of non-traditional age returning to 
academia). A small collection of her photos can be seen at: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sepiagurlsweetspot/show/ 
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Josef Michael Jensen painted his work "View From My Window" with pastel oils. While 
incarcerated, Jensen captured the truer-than-life piece that he says is personal and political. It is 
personal for obvious reasons. It is political because the razor wire, electric fence, and symbol of a 
man being electrocuted is a constant reminder of the State's power to kill inmates who attempt to 
escape. 

Timothy Kercher lives in Kyiv, Ukraine after living in the Republic of Georgia for the past four 
years, where he’s been editing and translating an anthology of contemporary Georgian poetry. He 
teaches high school English, and plans to explore other countries, along with his wife and twin 
daughters.  

Christiana Latha graduated in 2008 from The Alberta College of Art and Design in Calgary 
Alberta, Canada, obtaining a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in Multimedia Arts and Design 
Technologies. Presently, Christiana Latham’s main artistic focus is on her films, employing her 
talents in video/film/animation, music, photography and digital artwork. Christiana is the director of 
Indigeneity Artist Collective Society and curates film festivals in partnership with CSIF and 
DreamSpeakers Film Festival. 

Robert Laughlin lives in Chico, California. He has published 100 short stories and 200 poems, and 
his website is at www.pw.org/content/robert_laughlin. 

Stephen Lefebure has poetry in an anthology called Wild Song: Poems from the Natural World 
from the University of Georgia Press, and in The Literary Review, Birmingham Poetry Review, and 
other nice and perhaps less nice places.  

Larry Lefkowitz is a writer from Israel. His stories and poems have been widely published in the 
U.S., Israel, and Britain. He is currently looking for a publisher for his literary novel "Lieberman." 
Chapters have been published online and in print. 

Sara Lerota was born in 1989, in Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina. Her inclination for art was 
noticed in her early childhood and it remains until today. Sara represented her country by 
participating in a world art project "PLUS YOU,” which was exhibited at Woburn Studios (Slade-
UCL) in London, bringing together artists from all over the world. She is currently studying 
economics at Mostar University.  

Jenean McBrearty is an MFA Creative Writing candidate at Eastern Kentucky University where 
she served as Assistant Fiction Editor for the Jelly Bucket journal. Her emphases and interests have 
always included deviance, human sexual and otherwise, and have taught criminology, juvenile 
delinquency, and criminal law for over twenty years.  

Karen Neuberg lives in Brooklyn, New York. Her chapbook, “Detailed Still”, was published by 
Poets Wear Prada Press. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Memoir (and), Ditch, and 
The Same, among others. She’s a two-time Pushcart nominee and associate editor of Inertia 
Magazine and of First Literary Review-East. 
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Katrina Pallop hails originally from Princeton, New Jersey, and currently resides on the Lower East 
Side of Manhattan. She attended NYU's Tisch School of the Arts, where she studied drama. Her 
photography has been published in The 2River View, The Broome Street Review, and West 10th 
Magazine. 
 
John Polivka, author of "MonteCristo No.2", is a 21-year old Communication Studies major at 
Louisiana State University. He has an avid passion for writing and is greatly inspired by F. Scott 
Fitzgerald and Mark Twain. Hopes to publish a complete novel before 30.  
Joseph Pravda is a published author/columnist, produced playwright, and exhibited artist. Website: 
www.andmagazine.com/joseph_baron_pravda 
 
Kris Price attends Modesto Junior College where she studies Film and Literature. She was an 
assistant editor for the Quercus Review. She’s a frequent attendee of the Modesto Poetry Slam, Slam 
on Rye, and the Barking Dog Grill's Second Tuesday Poetry Readings. She was awarded second 
place in Kay Ryan's Community College Poetry Project contest that she held during her term as the 
United States Poet Laureate. 
 
Fabio Sassi lives in Bologna, Italy. He’s a visual artist and makes acrylics with the stencil technique 
on canvas, board, old vinyl records or other media. He uses logos, icons, tiny objects and shades to 
create weird perspectives. Often he thinks about new subjects while cycling! Website: 
www.coroflot.com/fabiosassi 
 
Benjamin Schmitt is a graduate of Boise State University. He currently resides in Seattle, 
Washington though he has spent most of his life in Idaho and Wisconsin. Over the years he has 
worked a number of odd jobs including dishwasher, banker, janitor, and customer service 
representative.  
 
Yvette Schnoeker-Shorb holds an interdisciplinary MA from Prescott College and is the co-
founder of Native West Press--a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Her poetry has appeared in 
Terrain.org: A Journal of the Built and Natural Environments, Blueline, Spectrum, Pedestal 
Magazine, Wilderness House Literary Review, Evening Street Review, Midwest Quarterly, Jelly 
Bucket, and many other journals.  
 
Janet Snell is an expressionist who wants something spontaneous to happen when she draws or 
paints. After losing and getting back the drawing many times, she recaptures the original image with 
objectivity and subjectivity in the space, and some realism in the image -- a fusion of figuration and 
abstraction. 
 
Louis Staeble lives in Northwest Ohio. Under the influence of this rural environment, great 
conflicts between humans and their contact with nature are discovered daily. Staeble's photographs 
have appeared over the past year in many art and literary magazines including "Camera Obscura" and 
"Orange Quarterly". 
 
MANDEM Steinman-Arendsee is a symbiotic pair of artists, Maize and Moco Steinman-
Arendsee, working together. Their work generally deals with transmutation and evolution -- capturing 
the metamorphic moments of life where everything changes, and telling the stories of multivalent, 
multi-textured, variegated things. The art of MANDEM has been described as Mythpunk Art Noir. 
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Brett Stout is a 32-year old punk rock artist and writer living in Myrtle Beach, SC. He is a high 
school dropout and former construction worker turned college graduate and paramedic. He is the 
owner and operator of the Anti Condo Art group and puts on controversial art projects throughout the 
Southern U.S. 
 
Ernest Williamson III has published poetry and visual art in over 350 print and online journals. 
Visit his website: www.yessy.com/budicegenius 
 
Mary Zore is an artist and teacher. Her artwork titled “Moon Sequence” was a response she did to 
one of her own assignments in a drawing class. She used charcoal, dry and moistened and colored 
pencil. She liked the feeling of a 'captured moon' bound in the branches of the trees. 
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